
Green Party: Poverty to blame for
child health inequality

26 January 2017

The Green Party is deeply concerned child health in the UK is lagging behind
that of most other European countries due to poverty rates [1]. Experts say
little progress has been made to address the social factors behind health
inequality since it was highlighted in a Government report in 2010 [2].

Jonathan Bartley, Green Party co-leader, said:

“It’s appalling we’re failing to give children the best start in life, even
though Britain is one of the richest countries in the world. Children deserve
to be happy and healthy, no matter where they are born or how much money
their parents make.

“We can’t tackle a growing health gap between rich and poor children without
looking at the way inequality is entrenched more widely. We’re in an age of
insecurity where life is getting worse for those who are struggling the most.

“The Government has a dismal record on child poverty, abolishing the child
poverty unit [3] and scrapping child poverty targets [4]. Government cuts to
public services have taken a toll and unless the Prime Minister prioritises
tackling poverty, inequality will continue to soar, with a flow on effect on
children’s health and the NHS, which will struggle to cope with increased
demand.”

Notes:

https://www.theguardian.com/society/2017/jan/25/poverty-in-the-uk-jeopar1.
dising-childrens-health-warns-landmark-report
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-387435742.
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2016/dec/20/fears-after-government-a3.
bolishes-civil-services-child-poverty-unit
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2015/jul/01/government-scrap-legal-r4.
equirements-child-poverty
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Hard Brexit will devastate small
businesses warns Green MEP

25 January 2017

South West Green MEP, Molly Scott Cato, who is Green Party economics and
finance speaker, has warned that the hard Brexit being pursued by the
Conservative government will prove disastrous for small businesses in the UK.
Dr Scott Cato says that exiting the single market, leaving the customs union
and ending free movement will all hit small businesses hard.

A new report by the Federation of Small Business (FSB) [1] paints a mixed
picture of the potential impacts for small businesses of leaving the EU.
However, the FSB recognises that 92% of small business exports go to the EU,
but a third of small businesses surveyed for the report expect a decrease in
their exports as a result of the UK leaving the EU. Around 1 in 5 of FSB
members employ at least one or more non-UK EU citizens and the organisation
acknowledges the importance of being able to continue accessing appropriately
skilled workers for jobs that they create. Molly Scott Cato said:

“Small businesses are the bedrock of the local and regional economy. They
account for more than 99% of all businesses in the UK and small and medium
sized businesses (SMEs) between them employ almost 16 million people; 60% of
the private sector workforce [2]. With such a huge percentage of their
exports going into the EU single market, withdrawal from this market is
clearly going to have a massive impact on thousands of UK workers.

“Many small firms are also heavily reliant on mid-skill and unskilled
workers; the very people who will not be covered by agreements over
employment quotas if we lose freedom of movement.

“Furthermore, the costs of meeting new bureaucratic requirements if we leave
the customs union will make exports unviable at a small scale.

“So, the extreme form of Brexit that the government is pushing for will have
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hugely negative impacts on thousands of small businesses and millions of
workers. But this is not what we were told would happen as a result of
leaving the EU. No one voted for a decline in our exports and loss of jobs.
It is clear that the Tories can no longer claim to be the Party of business”.

Earlier today, Dr Scott Cato met with the EU and International chair of the
FSB, Ken Moon, to discuss concerns his members have about the UK leaving the
EU, the single market and the customs union.

[1]
http://www.fsb.org.uk/docs/default-source/fsb-org-uk/fsb-brexit-interim-surve
y-exec-summary-jan-25-2017.pdf?sfvrsn=0

[2] http://www.fsb.org.uk/media-centre/small-business-statistics
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Green Party urges Theresa May: put
climate change on the agenda with
Trump

25 January 2017

*Caroline Lucas: Trump is signalling his intent to put rocket boosters behind
the fossil fuel industry

Theresa May is being urged to raise the issue of climate change with
President Donald Trump when she meets with him later this week. In a letter
[1] sent to the Prime Ministers, politicians from the Green Party urged the
Prime Minister to ‘seek firm assurances that he [Trump] will not withdraw
from the Paris Agreement, and that he will remain committed to domestic
climate legislation, such as the Clean Power Plan’.
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The call to Theresa May comes after President Trump signed two executive
orders yesterday aiming to push ahead with major pipeline projects in the US
[2]. Both the Dakota and Keystone pipelines are regarded as extremely
damaging by environmentalists and climate-scientists [3]. 

The United States is responsible for 15% of global carbon emissions – and
their actions are crucial in shaping international climate policy. Donald
Trump has previously cast doubt on climate science [4]– and has consistently
called for policies designed to fast-track the burning of fossil fuels.

Caroline Lucas, the co-leader of the Green Party, said:

“Donald Trump’s first few days as President have revealed his contempt for
environmental protection. By pushing ahead with the Dakota and Keystone
pipelines he is signalling his intent to put rocket boosters behind the
fossil fuel industry. Theresa May has a duty to make a stand – and to demand
assurances from President Trump that he will not abandon the Paris climate
change agreement. Failing to bring up climate change with President Trump
would be a dereliction of duty from Theresa May, and we urge her to put this
global challenge at the top of her agenda for their meeting.”

[1] Full letter to Theresa May:

Dear Theresa,

We are writing concerning your visit to the United States tomorrow to visit
President Trump.

As you will know, President Trump and senior members of his new team have
systematically cast doubt on climate science, whilst supporting polluting
energy sources and downplaying the need for the transition to a low-carbon
economy. As a clear statement of his intentions, at the moment of his
inauguration, all mentions of climate change were removed from the Whitehouse
website – instead, there appeared a raft of policies designed to fast-track
the burning of fossil fuels.

With 2016 now confirmed as the hottest year on record, and the world heading
for 4 degrees warming by the end of the century, there has never been a more
dangerous time for the scaling back of climate action anywhere in the world.
The United States is responsible for 15% of global emissions and its
leadership is vital in setting the path to a zero-carbon future.

Given the urgency of the climate crisis, and the importance of the United
States in global efforts to tackle it, we are writing to ask you to raise
climate change with President Trump when you see him on Friday. More
specifically, we are asking to you seek firm assurances that he will not
withdraw from the Paris Agreement, and that he will remain committed to
domestic climate legislation, such as the Clean Power Plan, that form an
important part of US international commitments.

We look forward to hearing from you.

Yours sincerely,



Jonathan Bartley, co-leader

Caroline Lucas MP, co-leader

Amelia Womack, deputy leader

Keith Taylor MEP, South-East

Molly Scott Cato MEP, South-West

Jean Lambert MEP, London

Sian Berry, London Assembly Member

Caroline Russell, London Assembly Member

Andrew Cooper, Energy spokesperson

[2] http://edition.cnn.com/2017/01/24/politics/trump-keystone-xl-dakota-acces
s-pipelines-executive-actions/ 

[3] https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/jan/24/keystone-dakota-acces
s-pipeline-executive-order 

[4] http://www.politifact.com/truth-o-meter/statements/2016/jun/03/hillary-cl
inton/yes-donald-trump-did-call-climate-change-chinese-h/
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Green Party: Climate change risk
increasingly severe

25 January 2017

The Green Party has responded to a report published today which reveals
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Europe is warming at a faster pace than the global average and faces multiple
climate hazards [1].

The European Environment Agency report is the most comprehensive study of
Europe’s vulnerability to climate change available [2]. It predicts Atlantic-
facing countries will face heavier rainfalls, increased flood risk and more
severe storm damage.

Jonathan Bartley, Green Party co-leader, said:

“Our environment is being destroyed all around us – our oceans and mountains,
our wildlife and our homes are all under direct threat from climate extremes.
As the planet races towards the 2C warming limit, we have two options as
country. We can drag our feet and watch our environment suffer or we can move
decisively away from the dirty, dangerous technology of the past by keeping
fossil fuels in the ground and investing in renewables.

“Standing up to climate deniers has never been more important – even if they
hold some of the most powerful positions in the world. The actions Donald
Trump takes in the US will directly impact our lives in Europe.

“The EEA report makes for terrifying reading, but it’s also an opportunity
for Europe to develop effective strategies for tackling greenhouse gas
emissions and for Britain to step up and lead the way on transitioning to a
zero carbon economy.”

Notes:

1.           
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/jan/25/europe-faces-droughts-flo
ods-storms-climate-change-accelerates

2.          
http://www.eea.europa.eu/highlights/climate-change-poses-increasingly-severe
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Green Party announces anti-nuclear
Copeland by-election candidate
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24 January 2017

The Green Party has selected Jack Lenox as its Copeland by-election
candidate, opposing nuclear power and instead offering a safe energy future
with increased investment in renewables.

The announcement from the Greens comes just one day after Labour said its
candidate, Gillian Troughton, has been “quite clear of her support for the
nuclear industry, no ifs and no buts”. [1]

Jack will also be campaigning for Britain to maintain a close relationship
with Europe and to stop the creeping marketisation of the NHS, as well as
vowing action to protect West Cumbrian homes from flooding.

Jack has lived in Copeland for four years and works as a software
engineer. An active member of the community, Jack performs with and serves on
the committee of the Keswick Amateur Operatic Society. In 2015, he helped
organise the first web conference in Cumbria, bringing industry experts from
across the world to Keswick.

Jack said:

“I’m delighted the Green Party has selected me to contest this by-election.
Copeland has borne the brunt of Government funding cuts and healthcare is
facing stark challenges – West Cumberland Hospital’s maternity and A&E
departments are under threat. The constituency will also suffer if Theresa
May rips the UK out of the single market and turns our country into a
corporate tax haven.

“Copeland comprises some of the most deprived parts of the UK, it suffered
severe flooding during the storms of last winter, and its constituents are
forced to deal with continuous price hikes and cutbacks to public transport
services. On top of all this, an ill-conceived new nuclear power plant is due
to be built at Sellafield, the site of the UK’s worst ever nuclear disaster.

“The Green Party is the only party with truly progressive solutions to the
issues Copeland faces. It’s a privilege and an honour to represent the Greens
as a beacon of hope during this turbulent period in British politics.”

Jonathan Bartley, Green Party co-leader, said:

“Jack is giving people in Copeland the chace to vote for a candidate who
opposes nuclear power, believes in Britain having a close relationship with



Europe and fights for a truly public NHS. No other party is able to offer
voters this clarity on the big issues facing the area.  In a time of divisive
politics and high levels of distrust, Jack will make an excellent Green Party
candidate and we’re proud to have him.”

Notes:

1.      https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/2687914/labours-by-election-fight-to-ho
ld-constituency-dominated-by-sellafield-nuclear-power-station-is-being-
bankrolled-by-an-anti-nuclear-energy-firm/
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